Adolescent depression is a prevalent disorder with substantial morbidity and mortality. Current treatment interventions do not target relevant pathophysiology and are frequently ineffective, thereby leading to a substantial burden for individuals, families, and society. During adolescence, the prefrontal cortex undergoes extensive structural and functional changes. Recent work suggests that frontolimbic development in depressed adolescents is delayed or aberrant. The judicious application of non-invasive brain stimulation techniques to the prefrontal cortex may present a promising opportunity for durable interventions in adolescent depression. Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) applies a low-intensity, continuous current that alters cortical excitability. While this modality does not elicit action potentials, it is thought to manipulate neuronal activity and neuroplasticity. Specifically, tDCS may modulate N-methyl-d-aspartate receptors and L-type voltage-gated calcium channels and effect changes through long-term potentiation or long-term depression-like mechanisms. This mini-review considers the neurobiological rationale for developing tDCS protocols in adolescent depression, reviews existing work in adult mood disorders, surveys the existing tDCS literature in adolescent populations, reviews safety studies, and discusses distinct ethical considerations in work with adolescents.
inTRODUCTiOn
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a form of non-invasive brain stimulation (NIBS) that has demonstrated efficacy in treating depression (1) . Although several authors have reviewed tDCS applications in pediatric patients with neuropsychiatric disorders (2-6), herein we review evidence supporting tDCS as a putative alternative to existing treatments for depressed adolescents.
ADOLeSCenT DePReSSiOn AnD UnMeT neeDS
Up to one fifth of adolescents may experience major depressive disorder (MDD) before adulthood (7) (8) (9) . Depressed adolescents experience comorbid psychiatric disorders (10) and recurrences (11) , which compound health-care costs and contribute to considerable psychosocial impairment. Adolescent MDD can impact psychosocial development, education, and employability (12) , costing society billions of dollars each year (13) . Effective treatment options, however, remain limited.
Existing treatments for adolescent MDD, including selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) and psychotherapy (14, 15) , are only marginally effective (16, 17) . Treatment adherence in this population is typically poor (18, 19) and limited by side effects (20) . Moreover, ongoing controversies regarding the safety and efficacy of antidepressants in adolescents raise concern in clinicians and parents alike (21, 22) .
neUROBiOLOGY OF ADOLeSCenT DePReSSiOn
Prior work has sought to characterize the neurobiology of depression across the lifespan (23, 24) with the goal of identifying biological treatment targets (25) . Studies thus far have revealed differences in the neuronal structure and chemical pathways among depressed adolescents compared to healthy controls. Observed differences include heightened activity in the amygdala during facial-emotion recognition tasks (26) and greater connectivity between the amygdala and subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (27) . Functional imaging studies have revealed altered medial prefrontal cortical connectivity with brain regions involved in executive functioning, emotion regulation, attention, and reward-based decision making (28) . These differences from healthy controls may resolve with psychopharmacological intervention (29) .
One proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy ( 1 H-MRS) study revealed decreased gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) levels in the ACC of depressed adolescents compared with healthy controls (30) . GABA is an inhibitory neurotransmitter that plays a key role in the neurocircuitry of reward which, when dysregulated, may be linked to anhedonia. Another 1 H-MRS study showed dysregulation in ratios of N-acetyl aspartate to creatine and choline to creatine in the dorsolateral prefrontal white matter (31) . Other 1 H-MRS studies of adolescents with treatment-resistant depression have shown elevated choline levels in the dorsolateral prefrontal gray matter (32, 33) . Collectively, these disruptions may reflect decreased neuronal density and myelination, which may correlate with cognitive impairments commonly observed in depressed adolescents (34, 35) . Despite these advances, however, the treatment of adolescent depression is most often a trial-anderror endeavor (25) , and the feasibility of monitoring therapeutic response with biomarkers in clinical practice remains low (36) .
Anodal tDCS is thought to be neuromodulatory, raising tonic excitation toward threshold levels, increasing the possibility that neurons will fire. Conversely, cathodal stimulation is thought to decrease cortical excitability (37, 38) .
eFFiCACY in ADULT MDD
The history of tDCS in psychiatry dates back to the late nineteenth century, when Tigges and Arndt first documented its antidepressant and antipsychotic properties (39, 40) . With the reemergence of tDCS in the modern era (41) , researchers have sought to develop this portable, low-cost treatment as a frontline intervention for depression (42) . Table 1 provides an overview of shamcontrolled trials that suggest tDCS is efficacious in mitigating symptoms of adult depression (1, (43) (44) (45) . However, some experts have argued that these individual trials lack statistical power to detect therapeutic benefit (37) , and others have questioned its clinical utility altogether (46, 47) . For example, Bennabi et al. (46) found no difference between sham and active tDCS, but noted a subgroup of individuals in the active tDCS arm who experienced significant clinical improvement. The authors suggest that as yet unknown factors may contribute to, or detract from, tDCS response. Variations in stimulation parameters and duration of treatment, along with different degrees of treatment resistance and the presence or absence of concomitant medication therapy, complicate interpretation of the data. Some meta-analyses have found no beneficial effect (48) , while others have shown that tDCS is efficacious in adult depression (49) (50) (51) .
SAFeTY in ADULTS
Bikson and colleagues (52) published an extensive review on the safety literature available to date. Based on their review of current stimulation protocols and computer modeling studies, tDCS was considered safe. No serious adverse events were associated with its administration.
In a systematic review by Brunoni et al. (53) , common side effects associated with tDCS-including headache, as well as localized itching, tingling, burning sensations, and discomfortoccurred at similar rates in active and sham stimulation. To date, tDCS has not been shown to induce neuronal damage. Nitsche et al. (54) did not find any elevations in neuronal specific enolase, an indicator of neuronal damage, after a standard course of tDCS. Liebtanz et al. (55) found that a current density of 142.9 A/m 2 delivered over more than 10 min was necessary to induce brain damage in rats. This current density is multiple orders of magnitude greater than the 0.096 A/m 2 typically delivered to the cortex in human studies (52) .
eFFiCACY in CHiLDRen AnD ADOLeSCenTS
Although studies of adolescent depression are lacking, researchers have applied tDCS to other pediatric psychiatric conditions. The results of these studies are summarized in Table 2 . The methodologies of existing studies, including aims and design, as well as tDCS parameters such as current, electrode placement, treatment duration, frequency, and number of sessions, have varied considerably (3) .
The most extensively studied pediatric population to date is children and adolescents with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), a heterogeneous neurodevelopmental condition affecting communication, social functioning, and repetitive/stereotypical behaviors. In an open-label study of minimally verbal individuals with ASD (aged 6-21 years), Schneider and Hopp (59) examined the impact of a single session of anodal tDCS (2 mA) to the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) on vocabulary and syntax acquisition. Following the 30-min treatment session, participants demonstrated significant improvement in vocabulary and syntax scores of the Bilingual Aphasia Test, with a substantial effect size for syntax acquisition (Cohen's d = 2.78). Mild to moderate skin redness, itchiness (n = 13), tingling (n = 6), mild headache (n = 8), lightheadedness (n = 4), ringing in the ears (n = 3), blurred vision (n = 2), brighter or illuminated vision (n = 2) The authors reported no adverse effects from their intervention (59). Amatachaya and colleagues performed two studies with the same sample of 20 male ASD patients aged 5-8 years, both of which followed a double-blinded, sham-controlled crossover design. In the first study (56) , participants underwent five sessions of anodal tDCS (1 mA, 20 min) to the left DLPFC or sham stimulation over one week, followed by a 4-week washout period, and then five sessions of the opposite condition. Researchers completed assessments of ASD symptoms at baseline and 7 days after each treatment phase. Active tDCS resulted in significant reductions in overall ASD symptom severity as well as improvements in social, sensory and cognitive awareness, and health and behavioral problem subscales. No such changes occurred with sham stimulation. In a follow-up single-session study (62) , the researchers obtained resting state electroencephalography (EEG) at baseline and 24, 48, and 72 h after stimulation. Active tDCS induced increases in peak alpha frequency (PAF) at 0 and 24 h at the treatment site. Conversely, sham stimulation produced no such changes. At one week post-treatment, ASD symptom total scores, and social and health/behavioral problem subscale scores, were significantly lower in those who received active tDCS than in those who received sham. Regression analyses demonstrated significant associations between change in PAF and improvement in measures of ASD symptoms. The authors noted only mild, transient erythematous rash as the sole adverse event.
In a heterogeneous sample of children, Andrade and colleagues (57) conducted a study of the feasibility and tolerability of tDCS. Fourteen participants aged 5-12 years with learning disorders and a variety of comorbidities [which included pervasive developmental disorders/ASD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and intellectual disability] underwent ten 30-min sessions over two weeks of open-label anodal tDCS (2 mA) applied to Broca's area during social and speech-related activities. Mood changes (42.9%) and irritability (35.7%) were the most common adverse effects, although participants' parents did not uniformly attribute these to tDCS. Otherwise, the majority of other side effects (e.g., headache, itching, burning sensation/tingling, and localized erythema) were mild and transient. D'Urso and colleagues (58) also investigated the use of tDCS in an open-label study of adolescents and young adults (aged 18-26) with ASD and intellectual disability; approximately half also had a language disorder. In contrast to other studies, the authors utilized 1.5 mA cathodal stimulation to the left DLPFC for ten 20-min sessions over two weeks, with the aim of restoring inhibitory function and reducing behavioral symptoms. Significant reductions in the Aberrant Behavior Checklist total score and several subscale scores (irritability, social withdrawal, and hyperactivity) were observed between baseline assessment and reassessment one week after tDCS. Minor, transient skin irritation was the only noted adverse effect. One study to date has examined the effects of tDCS specifically in children and adolescents with ADHD. In a sample of 12 male patients (aged 10-14), Prehn-Kristensen and colleagues (60) investigated whether transcranial oscillatory direct current stimulation (toDCS) improved memory consolidation during slow-wave sleep. Utilizing a double-blind, sham-controlled crossover design, the authors administered a single session of anodal toDCS (0.25 mA, oscillating at 0.75 Hz, five 5-min stimulation sessions with a 1-min interstimulus interval) to the DLPFC bilaterally during slow-wave sleep (determined by EEG). Performance on a declarative memory task was measured before and after stimulation. Active toDCS enhanced slow oscillations on EEG and improved declarative memory performance to a level comparable with a comparator group of 12 healthy control children, while sham toDCS did not result in enhanced slow oscillations or improvement in sleep-dependent memory consolidation.
A single study examined tDCS in youth with schizophrenia. Mattai and colleagues (61) conducted a double-blinded, shamcontrolled tolerability study in a sample of 13 patients, aged 10-17, with early-onset schizophrenia. Notably, all patients in the study were receiving concurrent treatment with clozapine. Some participants were also prescribed other psychotropic medications. Participants received either active or sham anodal tDCS (2 mA) to the DLPFC bilaterally, or active or sham cathodal tDCS (2 mA) to the superior temporal gyrus bilaterally. Patients received ten 20-min sessions over two weeks, and those undergoing sham treatment were eligible for additional ten sessions of active tDCS. Tingling sensations, itching, and fatigue were the most common side effects reported, with no difference in rates between active tDCS and sham groups. No serious adverse effects occurred during the 4-or 6-week participation period. Additionally, neither sham nor active tDCS induced significant changes on structural head MRI, EEG, or electrocardiogram (ECG). This study was not powered to evaluate tDCS efficacy.
COnCURRenT AnD STATe-DePenDenT inTeRvenTiOnS
While much prior research has examined the effects of tDCS on cognitive, neurophysiologic, or symptomatic measures in neuropsychiatric disorders, some studies have investigated the use of tDCS in conjunction with motor and cognitive tasks as well as therapeutic activities. The interaction between tDCS and concurrent tasks is complex and incompletely understood.
The timing of tDCS delivery in relation to a cognitive or motor task-before, during, or after the task-appears to influence its effects. Stimulation occurring before, but not during or after, motor training increases cortical excitability as measured by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (63) . However, there is also evidence that cognitive (64) and motor (65) tasks administered after tDCS can partially reverse or abolish anodal effects on cortical excitability. Moreover, tDCS-induced excitability changes differ between cognitive and motor tasks performed during anodal and cathodal stimulation (66) . The cumulative effects of stimulation paired with tasks may be significant as well; a single session of tDCS with substance-related cues demonstrated opposite effects on event-related potentials compared to repeated sessions of tDCS (67) . The specific characteristics of the concurrent task also may determine the effects of the stimulation-task interaction. In a motor learning task, the speed of the task during concurrent tDCS determined whether learning was facilitated or inhibited (68) . Active movement in a motor task during stimulation had different effects on excitability than did passive movement (69) . Such task-specific effects are not limited to concurrent motor activities; the degree of cognitive demand of an executive functioning task during stimulation affected performance (70) .
Researchers have also evaluated more cognitively complex and clinically relevant concurrent tasks. tDCS administered prior to addiction-related cues reduced cravings and substance use (71, 72) . By contrast, tDCS administered concurrently with a craving-inducing cue task increased cravings during stimulation but decreased cravings at rest (73) . One potential advantage of tDCS is the possibility of enhancing another concurrent therapeutic activity, including psychotherapy, cognitive remediation, skill training, or other modalities. Moreover, its low cost and portability may enable patients to utilize tDCS, with close clinical monitoring, in their homes or other naturalistic settings where such therapeutic activities occur, thereby enhancing the accessibility of tDCS and integrating it into existing intervention plans (38) . Although the literature is sparse, there are emerging reports of the use of tDCS concurrently with therapeutic interventions such as integrative speech therapy (74) and aerobic exercise (75) in human patients. However, much remains to be understood regarding the specifics of timing, repetition, and task-specific parameters to maximize the therapeutic effects of concurrent interventions.
SAFeTY in CHiLDRen AnD ADOLeSCenTS
Transcranial direct current stimulation is considered safe in adults (52) , and preliminary evidence from studies with child and adolescent patients suggests a similar safety profile (2). Unlike antidepressant medications, tDCS is not associated with sexual side effects, serotonin syndrome, or suicidality. Krishnan and colleagues (2) found tingling, itching, redness, and scalp discomfort to be the most common side effects in their systematic review of adolescent tDCS trials. These effects were self-limited, lasting up to two hours after stimulation. None required additional medical intervention.
Although long-term safety data in children are unavailable, computer models predict that the peak electric field applied to the brain would range from 0.36 V/m for a small adult head to 0.50 V/m for a pediatric head (76) , suggesting a range well below of what has been neurotoxic in preclinical studies (52) . Other authors have cautioned against the use of tDCS and other brain stimulation modalities in children and adolescents (77, 78) , highlighting the vulnerability of the young brain (79) with sensitive periods during which limited intervention can yield unexpected or detrimental results (80) . Davis argues that several questions remain unanswered regarding tDCS in pediatric patients, including the potential unknown effects of stimulation, differential side effects in children, limited evidence to guide dosing parameters, and a dearth of translational studies focused on children and adolescents (77) .
While few could disagree with Davis' critique, the same arguments could be levied against electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), which has been used for decades, albeit circumspectly, in child and adolescent psychiatry. ECT is associated with known effects of memory impairment, prolonged and delayed seizures, headaches, confusion, nausea, muscular pain, and anesthetic risks (81) (82) (83) . The long-term risks of ECT in adolescents are obscure. Moreover, few randomized controlled trials in adolescents exist to guide its use (84) . Nonetheless, ECT is an existing clinical option for treatment-resistant depression in adolescents (84) .
Unlike ECT, which induces seizures by definition, or TMS, which provokes seizures rarely (85) , tDCS is unlikely to induce seizures. In one study, tDCS of 1 mA for 10 min did not induce any detectable epileptiform activity on EEG in pediatric patients (86) . Also unlike ECT, tDCS likely does not significantly impair cognition (53, 87, 88) . In fact, researchers have evaluated its potential to enhance attention, learning, and memory (89) (90) (91) (92) (93) . Early applications of tDCS in children and adolescents with ADHD, childhood-onset schizophrenia, and ASD found that tDCS was well tolerated (56, 61, 94) . In one study in childhood-onset schizophrenia, tDCS (2 mA, 20 min) did not induce any detectable changes on MRI, EEG, or ECG (61) .
Finally, adult treatments are often clinically adapted for pediatric patients without an evidentiary base in this population. Lithium, for example, was approved by the FDA for the treatment of pediatric bipolar disorder entirely on the basis of data gleaned from bipolar adults. Researchers did not evaluate its actual efficacy in pediatric bipolar patients until years after approval (95) . In the late 1980s and 1990s, the use of SSRIs for treating depression in youth also was based largely on extrapolation from adult studies. Although the efficacy of SSRIs for adolescent MDD was later supported in some randomized controlled trials in child and adolescent samples, the long-term effects of SSRIs on the adolescent brain remain obscure (96) .
COnCLUSiOn
Existing therapies are inadequate to meet the needs of adolescents with depression. tDCS may offer hope, as available evidence suggests it is safe, tolerable, and acceptable. Furthermore, available data suggest that tDCS is efficacious for depression in adults. Although caution is warranted in the context of neurodevelopment, measured research efforts could develop tDCS as a novel and effective intervention for adolescent depression.
